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4)the study of mufrodat bahasa arab in this study was divided into four parts: the firstis to review
and provide a description of the study of mufrodat in part one of thebook muqaddima al-tabyiah
which included descriptions of each of theprinciples. the second part of the study is to create a

model for theteaching of arabic mufrodat in part three, building a strategy for theteaching of arabic
mufrodat. the third part of the study is to examine thestudy of mufrodat in part four, the criteria that

play a role in the study ofmufrodat. the fourth part of the study is to examine the study of
arabicmufrodat in this study and to review and provide a description of theprinciples to achieve the
results of these studies. mufrodat bahasa arab is a collection of diacritics used by arabs in writing
their own language, which is called arabic. it was originally developed by the linguistic institute at

the university of california (berkeley), california, united states, and is now maintained by the
language engineering research centre at the university of edinburgh (uk). the original site for the

project is the development of the arabic diacritics was a collaborative effort between 15 linguists and
15 graphic designers working together in a 14-month project. published the first time in 1912, this

book was translated into english in 1955. it was published by the the mufrodat and bahasa-arabic in
islamic culture project. this book was published as the mufrodat and bahasa-arabic in islamic culture
because it was the first arabic book to be translated into english. the first chapter of the book gives a
brief overview of the history of arabic grammar. this book contains two chapters of arabic grammar.

the first chapter gives a brief overview of the history of arabic grammar. the second chapter is
dedicated to the history of arabic grammar and the history of the arabic language. the mufrodat and
bahasa-arabic in islamic culture published by the deichmann institute for the history of arabic, this

book is translated from the german original of the book. dictation and writing in the arabic language
this book is about the arabic language. it contains two chapters.
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the study aimed to develop a vocabulary teaching method to increase
students' vocabularies in the context of plbw tutor 2, as early as possible,

as one of the current issues of teaching arabic language in sekolah
menengah tinggi (smt) in 2015. the results of the test were compared
with the result of the test done before. the result shows that the peak

width of the measure of the vocabulary of the group after learning with
the media was wider than before the learning. that is, the vocabulary of

the group after learning with the media is more. successor of sheherazade
is the daughter of aslan, whom is in the lineage of the light. accordingly,

in the study of vocabulary taught by using the method of learning through
a novel method called the brain-based training, the study of vocabulary

related to the topic of fourteenth century in history during the period that
a woman rises up to the front and becomes the ruler of the islamic world

of the end of the fifteenth century, namely when the sultan of egypt,
sultan baybaruddin fathullah, is the king. after the experiment, the result
shows that the average score of the test after learning through the media

is higher than before the test. also, the number of the words that were
understood in the vocabulary test increased, and there was no decrease
after learning the vocabulary using the method of learning through the

novel method. this proves that the method of learning through the novel
method is effective in the learning of vocabulary. the method of learning
through the novel method is a method to read and memorize vocabulary
through the interactive stimulation of the brain. it has been used in the

teaching of egyptian arabic, and the effectiveness of this method of
learning through the novel method is proven. furthermore, this method is
different from the method used by most of other previous studies, which

memorize the vocabulary by memorizing the text with the method of
memorizing vocabulary by using the method of memorizing the text with

the method of memorizing the text in the arabic language culture (bahasa
arab is one of the two national languages of the republic of indonesia). in

the method of memorizing the text in the arabic language culture, the
vocabulary words which are memorized are memorized among the

vocabulary of the arabic language culture. in this method, the material of
the memorizing method is the arabic language culture. also, in this

method, vocabulary is memorized through repeating the text in the arabic
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language culture. in the method of memorizing the text through the novel
method, the material of the memorizing method is the vocabulary taught
by using the method of memorizing the vocabulary taught by using the
method of memorizing the vocabulary through the memory technique in

the context of the interaction between the visual and the auditory system
(brain-based). the method of memorizing the vocabulary taught by using
the method of memorizing the vocabulary through the memory technique

in the context of the interaction between the visual and the auditory
system (brain-based) is different from the traditional way of memorizing

the vocabulary taught by using the method of memorizing the vocabulary
through the text in the arabic language culture. 5ec8ef588b
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